Guide to Using *Turnitin* for Faculty

**What is *Turnitin***? The Turnitin suite provides a number of educational tools to engage your students and improve their productivity. Key components include plagiarism detection that utilizes a database of over 14 billion web pages, 150 million submitted papers, as well as over 90,000 journals and books; peer review assignments; grade book; grammar check; and a discussion board.

**Creating a Profile**: 1. At the following page, [http://www.deltastate.edu/library/home-page/resources/](http://www.deltastate.edu/library/home-page/resources/), click on “Faculty” and then complete the form titled “Turn It In Account Request for DSU Faculty.” 2. Turnitin will subsequently email you with further instructions on creating your profile, and you will then be ready to begin adding classes and assignments.

**Creating a Class**: Once you’ve created your profile, you then must create a class. Sign in, and find the green “Add Class” button.

![Add a class](image1.png)

To add a class, you must enter a name for it and then provide an enrollment key specific only to that one course. You will also have to select a subject area and student level.

![Creating a Class screen](image2.png)
Once the class is added, a pop up window will appear providing a unique Class ID and the Enrollment Key that you just created. You will need to give this information to your students so they can enroll in the class and submit their own papers.

(Note: Your browser must allow pop ups for this screen to appear)

Figure 5 – Pop up screen with class ID and enrollment password

Creating Assignments: After you have created the class, you must then create an assignment. On the instructor homepage, you should now see the class you just added. Click on the course link to get to the class page. Once there, click on the “add assignment” link (green box with a white “+” sign.)

Figure 6 – Instructor Homepage with added course

Figure 7 – Creating an Assignment

The most common type of assignment is “Paper Assignment,” but you also have the option to allow revisions (revision assignment), thought pieces (reflective assignment), and peer remarks (Peermark). Revision, Reflection, and Peermrk assignments are only available after you create an initial Paper assignment.

You must enter a title for the assignment. (ex. History Paper #1)

Here, you also must select begin and end dates. “Post date” is when students can begin checking for comments.

If you want Turnitin to create similarity reports, you must select the option stating “Allow only file types that Turnitin can check for similarity.”
Click on “Optional Settings” to see additional submission guidelines and report modifications.

After you have created the assignment, you can always make changes (such as changing a due date) by clicking on the “More actions” link.

The course tabs, found on the Class Homepage and individual assignment pages, provide easy access to common Turnitin features, including roster, gradebook, calendar, discussion board, and preferences. You can use the “Preferences” tab to enable or disable features such as a discussion board, Peermark, or the grade book.

**Submitting and Checking Papers:** After you have added an assignment, you’re ready to begin submitting and checking papers.

1. If you want your students to submit their own papers, they will have to go through the same process of creating a profile and then adding the course using the Class ID and enrollment password that you previously created (the information found in the pop-up). You can always find the ID and enrollment password by clicking on “statistics” (See Figure 6) once you have signed into your Turnitin account.

2. If you want to submit papers yourself: go to the assignment page, click on “View” or “More Actions” (See Figure 8), and then click “Submit Paper.” Turnitin will accept most common file formats (Word, PDF, HTML, RTF, etc.)

Once either you or your students have submitted papers, the Inbox will show all submissions and provide links to the Similarity Reports.
Similarity Reports
To view the similarity report, click on the percentage next to the paper’s title. The percentage represents a Similarity Index. In other words, the higher the percentage, the more similar the submitted paper is to another source in the database, thus indicating possible plagiarism. Turnitin checks the submitted paper against billions of sources including previously submitted papers by Delta State students. Similarity Report options are available in red on the report toolbar (see Figure 10).

Grammar Check
The report also provides a grammar check, provided by ETS, the Educational Testing Service. The e-rater Grammar Check examines the following: grammar, spelling, usage, mechanics, and style. Remember that this feature can be disabled using the Preferences tab. Grammar Check options are available in purple in the report toolbar (see Figure 10).

Instructor Feedback
You may also provide commentary on student papers through quick comments or more in-depth feedback. These options are available in blue on the report toolbar (see Figure 10).

Other Features

PeerMark Assignments
These assignments allow students to critique and comment on other students’ papers. Additionally, instructors can create a series of open-ended or scaled questions further allowing more peer evaluation. The number of papers one student must critique is at the instructor’s discretion. PeerMark assignments must be based on an already available paper assignment, and can be created simply by clicking on “New Assignment.” (Note: this type of assignment is only available after the original paper assignment’s due date has passed.)

Gradebook
Keeps track of all Turnitin assignments, available points, earned points, and averages.

Discussion Board
Open-ended forum to encourage discussion on paper topics or other ideas. Either instructors or students can create discussion topics.

Figure 10 – Reports

The field of family and consumer sciences (FCS), founded as home economics, is the comprehensive body of skills, research, and knowledge that helps people make informed decisions about their well being, relationships, and resources to achieve optimal quality of life. The field represents many areas, including:

- Human development
- Personal and family finance
- Housing and interior design
- Food science, nutrition, and wellness
- Textiles and apparel
- Consumer issues

Today’s FCS professionals practice in multiple settings and address the issues most important to our quality of life. They are:

- Early childhood, elementary, secondary, university/college, and Extension educators
- Administrators and managers